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PART I: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1. Project background

(1) The government got loan to implement under the World Bank-assisted Dam

Rehabilitation and Safety Improvement Project (DRSIP) to World Bank to implement

the project to support  the Plan of ensuring reservoir safety through dam rehabilitation

and upgrading of priority dams, strengthening management capacity and safe operation

to protect downstream communities and socio-economic infrastructure in 34 provinces

in the project area where are available with dams under degradation, affecting the

function of the reservoir and potential risks that affect the environment and life and

socio-economic development of people living downstream.

(2) The project is divided into 2 phases with a total of 52 Subprojects, of which

phase 1 consists of 12 Subprojects and phase 2 has 40 Subprojects with the

implementation period from 2016 to 2022.

(3) The total cost of the project is 443 million USD, of which the World Bank's

IDA loan is USD 415 million, and the government counterpart fund is USD 28 million.

(4) The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development (MARD) is the

representative agency of the Vietnamese Government of Vietnam responsible for the

entire project. On behalf of MARD, the Central Project Office (CPO) monitor and

manages the project. CPO has established a Central Project Management Unit (CPMU)

to undertake project management, support and coordination the implementation

between WB, project participating provinces and MARD functional units. The PPCs

involved in the project are responsible for implementing the project in their province.

The Provincial Project Management Unit (PPMU) are established by the Provincial

People’s Committee  and are responsible for carrying out bidding, construction
supervision and implementation of project safety policies.

(5) The project construction and operation process always require compliance

with environmental and social safety regulations of the Vietnam Government and the

World Bank. Before construction, Subprojects are required to conduct environmental

screening, preparing EIA and ESIA reports. During the construction and operation

phase of the project, the contractors / PPMU have to fully implement the work contents

under ESMP (stated in ESIA), including fully implementing mitigation measures.

Environment, prevention of environmental incidents and conduct environmental quality

monitoring periodically.
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1.2. Objectives of DRSIP

* General objective of the project:

Support the implementation of the Scheme for the safety of Reservoirs through
rehabilitation and upgrading of priority dams, strengthening the management capacity
and safe operation of the dam to protect downstream communities and specific socio-
economic infrastructures.

* Detail objectives:

Improve and ensure the construction safety through repairing and upgrading dams
and reservoirs which are reduced or lack of flood discharge ability.

Improve institutions, policies for the management and monitoring of national dam
safety, enhance capacity building and operation and information coordination
mechanisms in basins.

Enhance project management capacity and implementation, social and
environmental management.

1.3. Project’s component

The project consists of 03 components, with details as below:

Component 1: Dam safety rehabilitation (412 million USD)

- Evaluate flood discharge capacity and improve capacity of anti-flood and
prevention for large reservoir.

- Repair, rehabilitate reservoirs and dam which are failed in structure and low
capacity of food discharge.

- Equip to support in forecast, supervise and operate the reservoir.

Component 2: Management of dam safety (20 million USD)

To erect equipment for monitoring, operating inter-reservoir and warning of
natural disasters in the basin.

- To erect support tools for dam safety management units.

- Improve dam safety institutions and policies.

- Technical assistance, inspection and monitoring dam safety.

- Application of science and technology and implementation of evaluations.

- Training, communication to improve capacity and skills to cope with dam failure
and natural disasters.

Component 3: Project management (11 million USD)

- Provide technical assistance, including project implementation consultant (PIC),
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Third Party Independent Supervision and Audit Consultant (ISC), monitoring and
evaluation (M&E).

- Project audit.

- Training on project management capacity for investors, project management
units from central to local levels at domestic and abroad; Provide equipment, finance,
support project management and implementation.

With 3 project components implemented, some of the main activities of the
project will include:

Repair and rehabilitation

- Repair and rehabilitation: 440 reservoirs, dam which has been failed their
structures.

- Give loan to 52 sub-projects, of which 12 sub-projects are under implementation
at first year, and 40 sub-projects are under following stages of implementation (with
total 200 packages when: 79 of which are civil packages, and 121 consulting package)

Improve flood discharge ability of structures

The projects are under reviewing, and it is estimated with 12 structures for
discharge ability improvement

Equip to support in forecast, supervise and operate the reservoir

- The projects are under reviewing, about 160 large reservoir and dam with gates
will be equipped.

1.4. Scope of the project

The project consists of 52 sub-projects implemented in 34 provinces including: Ha
Giang, Yen Bai, Tuyen Quang, Bac Kan, Lao Cai, Thai Nguyen, Lang Son, Son La,
Hoa Binh, Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Bac Giang, Quang Ninh, Hai Duong, Ninh Binh,
Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam,
Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum,
Gia Lai, Dak Lak, Dak Nong, Lam Dong and Tay Ninh.

1.5. Project schedule

- The project will be implemented in 6 years, starting from the beginning of 2016
(when the Agreement comes into effect), and ending in 2022.

- The project consists of 52 Subprojects which are divided into 02 phases, of
which phase 1 with 12 Subprojects and phase 2 with 40 Subprojects distributing in 34
provinces and cities all over the country.

- Up to now, according to the reports from the PPMUs, the 19/52 Subprojects was
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constructed and under construction (including 23 bidding packages, implemented at 76
reservoirs), in which:

+ 03 Subprojects (3 reservoirs) have been completed construction, which are Lang
Dam Subproject in Quang Ngai Province, Thach Ban reservoir Subproject in Binh Dinh
Province, Dai Thang reservoir Subproject in Hoa Binh Province.

+ The remaining 16 sub-projects with 73 reservoirs under construction (9
reservoirs of 9 sub-projects in phase 1 and 64 reservoirs under 7 sub-projects following
year)

Table 1.1: Summary of construction schedule for sub-projects of provinces

No. Sub-project
Cost

(million
dong)

Contract
date

Commence
ment date

Completion
date

Implemented
schedule

I. Sub-project in phase 1

1
Lang Da Subproject in
Quang Ngai province

17.585 15/5/2017 17/5/2018 28/09/2018 100%

2
Thach Ban reservoir
Subproject in Binh Dinh
province

19.818 14/10/2017 1/3/2018 14/10/2019 100%

3
Dai Thang reservoir
Subproject in Hoa Binh
province

12.957 29/12/2017 24/2/2018 22/06/2019 100%

4
Ngoi La 2 reservoir
Subproject in Tuyen
Quang province

34.487 11/1/2018 1/3/2018 13/07/2019 75%

5
Dong Be reservoir
Subproject in Thanh Hoa
province

33.082 26/01/2018 1/3/2018 31/08/2019 95%

6
Da Teh reservoir
Subproject in Lam Dong
province

69.756 24/05/2018 17/6/2018 14/03/2020 40%

7
Phu Vinh reservoir
Subproject in Quang
Binh province

65.847 13/07/2018 23/7/2018 12/6/2020 23%

8
Ban reservoir Subproject
in Phu Tho province

10.982 12/11/2018 12/11/2018 12/11/2019 20%

9

Khe Gang – Khe San
reservoir Subproject in
Nghe An province (2
Subprojects)

44.236

Lot 1 Khe Gang 27.464 27/07/2018 1/10/2018 19/12/2019 40%

Lot 2 Khe San 16.772 27/07/2018 1/10/2018 18/01/2020 20%
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million
dong)

Contract
date

Commence
ment date

Completion
date

Implemented
schedule

10
Khe Che reservoir
Subproject in Quang
Ninh province

25.136 31/07/2018 15/8/2018 27/05/2019 90%

11
Quao reservoir
Subproject in Binh
Thuan province

170.987

Lot 1 64.048 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 5%

Lot 2 94.622 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 7%

Lot 3 12.317 20/12/2018 3/1/2019 19/12/2020 11%

II. Subprojects in following phase

13
Subprojects in Son La
province (7 reservoirs)

124.762 15/11/2018 16/11/2018 15/05/2020 56%

14
Subprojects in Vinh
Phuc province (11
reservoirs)

126.813

Package No. 1

Lot 1 21.974 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 15%

Lot 2 28.401 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 15%

Lot 3 31.307 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 15%

Package No. 2

Lot 1 30.211 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 20/06/2020 15%

Lot 2 9.486 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 10%

Lot 3 5.434 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 29/04/2019 95%

16

Subprojects in Quang
Ngai province
(SUBPROJECT02) (10
reservoirs)

118.514

Package No. 1 40.654

+ Lot 1: Go Lang, Hoc
Bua

17.535 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 5/9/2020 24%

+ Lot 2: Lien Tri, Ho Da 23.119 15/03/2019 15/03/2019
05/09/2020

25%

Package No. 2 51.335

+ Lot 1: Hoc Khe, Ho
Hieu

22.554 15/03/2019 15/03/2019
05/09/2020

24%

+ Lot: An Phong, Hoc
Co

28.781 15/03/2019 15/03/2019
05/09/2020

25%
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million
dong)

Contract
date

Commence
ment date

Completion
date

Implemented
schedule

Package No. 3

+ Cay Khe reservoir
Liet Son

26.523 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 09/2020 24%

17

Subprojects in Binh
Dinh province
(SUBPROJECT02) (8
reservoirs)

107.381

Package No. 1 26.092 25/12/2018 1/3/2019 14/12/2020 45%

Package No. 2 81.288

Lot 1 42.543 1/3/2019 1/3/2019 18/02/2021 5%

Lot 2 38.746 1/3/2019 1/3/2019 18/02/2021 5%

18
Subprojects in Quang Tri
province  (3 reservoirs)

107.731

Package No. 1 107.731

Lot 1 64.323 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Just signed

contract

Lot 2 43.409 22/04/2019 22/04/2019
13/10/2020 Just signed

contract

19
Subprojects in Dak
Nong province  (18
reservoirs)

187.758

Package No. 1 95.880

Lot 1 60.026 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Just signed

contract

Lot 2 35.854 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Just signed

contract

Package No. 2 91.877

Lot 1 20.118 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Just signed

advance
contract

Lot 2 71.759 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020
Just signed

advance
contract

(Source: collected from reports of PPMU till date May 2019)
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PART II: OBJECTIVE, TASK, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY OF
INDEPENDENT MONITORING ON ENVIRONEMTAL SAFETY

2.1. Objective of independent monitoring on environmental safety

The main objective of the independent monitoring service on environmental and
social safeguard policies is the implementation of an independent evaluation of the
overall environmental management of the Project. In detail, the third party monitors the
compliance of project activities with the Environmental and Social safety policy
documents, including relevant Government regulations, WB policies and provisions of
the ESMF, RPF and EMDF, to ensure that all project activities comply with the
approved safety policy framework for the project. Management units are guided and
supported in implementation of project's safety policies.

2.2. Scope of independent monitoring on environmental safety

Monitoring task of the service is to implement all safeguard policies basing on
safeguard policies including Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)/or
Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP), Environmental and Social
Management Framework (ESMF). The consultant service included (but not limited)
following tasks:

Task 1: Evaluate capacity of PIAs/PPMUs in preparing and implementing the
tools on environmental safety. the scope of consultant service as:

- Monitor and evaluate the management, control of works/good quality (these are
the tasks of PIAs/PPMUs); the order and procedure of field monitoring, the preparation
of daily and periodical reports, monitoring of internal quality of contracts according to
technical specification, including checking quality of completed works.

- Check personnel of PIAs/PPMUs participating in ESMP implementation to
ensure that there is sufficient resources to implement ESMP. Each PPMU and
contractor has to arrange 1-2 staffs responsible for environmental and social safety.

- Check to ensure that ESMP is fully included in the bidding documents. The
environmental and social impact mitigation plan has been included in the construction
contracts.

- Check to ensure that before commencing, the civil contractors must prepare
environmental management plan under ESMP of sub-project, the requirements for
bidding documents and the construction plan, materials, equipment, human resource
and mitigation plans for site issues, which must be reviewed and approved by PPMUs.

Task 2: Assist PPMU and contractors in monitoring the Social Environmental
Management Plan implemented by the contractor.

- To assist and support PPMUs in checking and ensure that all methodologies
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mentioned in ESMP approved, will be effective and useful timely.

- The consultant guides the construction supervision consultants to fill the
monitoring report forms in compliance with the environmental management plan at the
site.

- Through periodic inspections and daily book records reviewed by civil
contractor consultant to check the contractor's compliance with the mitigation measures
to minimize negative impacts on the environment via the records.

Task 3: Monitor the implementation of social and environmental mitigation
measures (compliance monitoring).

The monitoring plan is based on the identified impacts and mitigation measures.
The consultant prepares a checklist to monitor the implementation of the mitigation
plan for both construction and operation phases.

Task 4: Conduct community-based monitoring: ISC will also make
recommendations to improve public awareness, public participation and capacity of
environmental monitoring at the community level; implementation of inspection plan is
one of the contents for under community consultation; and guide the implementation of
environmental management plans

Task5: In combination with results of environmental quality monitoring in
periodic reports. Environmental quality monitoring is organized for implementation by
PIAs/PPMUs. ISC shall combine results of environmental quality monitoring from ISC
periodic monitoring reports.

Task 6: Improve PIAs / PPMU’s capacity on ESMP implementation. During the
monitoring process, ISC assists the Subproject owner in capacity building for
PIAs/PPMUs, construction contractors, and construction supervision consultants to
improve their capacity through; (i) Direct discussions between ISC and PIAs/PPMUs
staff, construction contractors, and construction supervision consultants on ESMP
implementation and monitoring requirements; (ii) provide necessary guidance to PIAs /
PPMUs and construction supervision consultants on the filling and preparation of
follow-up samples according to periodic monitoring reports and assisting with capacity
building on site trips. .

Task 7: Prepare monitoring reports. The consultant prepares contents related to
environmental safety in the output of consulting services: initial reports, periodical
reports, irregular reports, mid-term reports and final reports.

2.3. Content and methodology of monitoring

2.3.1. Monitoring contents

In order to fully perform the tasks of an independent monitoring consultant, during
this first period of monitoring, the implementation contents of monitoring included:

a. Making monitoring plan and notifying to related parties:
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Prior to monitoring, the consultant develops detail monitoring plan for
environmental safety issues according to the tasks mentioned above.

This plan is agreed by the consultant with CPO and related parties before
implementing at office or site.

In addition, the PPMUs are also required to be available with relevant documents
for the consultant before going to the site.

b. Implementation of monitoring plan at office and at site

With 2 working days at each province, on the first day, the monitoring team had
meeting with related parties included representatives of PPMUs, contractor,
construction supervision consultant ... to notify working contents and schedule of the
trip and required environmental safety staff of PPMUs, contractor and related parties to
participate. Then the team continue with checking and monitoring at office.

* At office

At office: Consultant has checked and evaluate documents on environmental
safety of PPMU, and related contractors with details as following:

- Check, review, consider and analyses compliance and sufficiency on
personnelprecipitating in environmental safety by PPMU, contractor and supervision
consultant;

- Check compliance and sufficiency of legal documents related to environmental
and social safety prepared by PPMU and contractors. The legal documents were
reviewed by the team including: ESIA/EIA reports; tender invitation and civil contract
with contractors and supervision consultant at the province; periodic monitoring reports
on environmental safety by the supervision consultant.

- Reviewing documents of civil contractor and construction supervision consultant
such as construction progress reports for each item, construction records, registration
and certificates of machine, documents to prove that attendants of workers from
contractors in labor safety and environmental safety, documents of residence
registration of the contractor’s workers, ...

* At site

The consultants checked and monitored actual site at every site under
construction, worker’s house and transportation roads to the site. The main contents of
monitoring is mainly on compliance with measures to ensure environmental safety,
health, construction sanitation and labor safety, etc. according to ESMP, including the
following contents:

• Compliance and breaches by workers and contractors to implement ESMP
requirements and remedial actions.

• The status of safety measures applied (signs, prohibited areas, fences and safety
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equipment for workers), especially at or near residential areas, intersections and hot
traffic points.

• Impacts of the construction process on the environment (air, dust, noise and
vibration) at the sites and along transportation routes.

• Activities that interrupt service facilities of local residents during the
construction period.

• Checking the sanitation and environmental sanitation conditions for workers at
workers' camps and construction sites.

• Checking measures to prevent landslides and the safety of environmental
incidents at the construction site.

• Waste management from site and worker camps

• Clean up and clean the environment at the construction site and surrounding
areas after each working shift.

• The rehabilitation status of the affected areas degraded areas considered as due
to project construction activities.

• Rehabilitation of environmental landscapes of the areas affected by the project
after construction such as areas where contractors borrow land from the people to make
yards, workers' camps, transportation routes, etc.

With each content of above checked and evaluated items, the monitoring team has
a quick assessment of the effectiveness of each applied measures. With outstanding
issues, the team has made specific recommendations and instructions for contractors to
correct and apply.

c. Check the results of environmental quality monitoring in periodic monitoring reports

prepared by PPMU/contractors.

The monitoring team has checked the implementation of environmental quality
monitoring of Subprojects. This content covers the following:

- Sufficiency of environmental monitoring results of the Subproject: Monitoring
parameters, monitoring frequency and monitoring location as mentioned in the
Subproject ESIA/EIA reports;

- Checking the legal status of units performed observation of  environmental
quality monitoring in satisfaction of the regulations of the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Environment. In detail, the observation unit shall have sufficient
laboratories for performing observation and analysis activities and must have a
VIMCERTS certificate issued by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment.

- Check the results of monitoring and compare with the current standards to
identify existing environmental problems and provide necessary solutions (if any) to
minigate the negative impacts of Construction activities to the natural environment.
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d. Counselling related parties during monitoring period

Apart from working with PPMU, construction contractors and construction
supervision consultants, the team also counsel with related parties and residents of
project impacted areas, especially those living near the constructing works.

The contents of interview with key related parties included:

+ For residents, the issues interviewed include: The people's information and
acknowledge about the project, the environmental issues arising during the construction
of the contractor, the participation of the local people in supervision, interrupting of the
facilities when available of the civil contracts, and solutions (if any).

+ For local authorities: The interviewed issues include: mechanism of
coordination between contractors with local authorities and people, project information
disclosure, temporary residence registration for contractor’s workers, the indirect or
direct effects of construction activities on the environment, public health as well as
interrupting of facilities, people's complaints and claims on environment, drainage,
dust, noise and mitigation measures that contractors have implemented;

e. Monitoring traffic safety

The monitoring contents of traffic safety included considering, and checking the
contractor in transportation such as to establish and make traffic guidance at the
required location and routes to the site with traffic boards, signals, lights to guide and
control the traffic accordingly speed limit signal for vehicle, risk alarms at location of
heavy and big machines operated in the construction

f. Monitor labor safety and environment sanitation and fire protection and

fighting

Based on the environmental safety management plan mentioned in the ESMP of
each Subproject, the expert team will conduct direct supervision at site by methodology
of inspection, observation and evaluation of labor safety management and
environmental sanitation at the construction site areas, material transportation routes,
office and worker’s camp of the contractor. The contents of supervision include:
Training on labor safety and environmental sanitation for workers, warning signs on
safety at site, working regulations at the construction site and the camp, cleaning at the
construction site as well as the camp site, the management of the collection of generated
waste

g. Guidance on capacity improvement on environmental safety implementation for staff

who is specific on social and environmental safety in PPMU, supervision consultant

and civil contractor

Capacity improvement on environmental safety is considered as an important task
of consulting services, targeting the group of environmental safety officers of PPMO,
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contractors, supervision consultants. During the monitoring process, the environmental
experts of the team have carried out the activities including:

- When reviewing documents and site, experts also guided and explained clearly
to the staffs of PPMO and contractors about matters that need to be paid attention to
environmental safety in order to satisfy the standards set forth by the Vietnamese
Government as well as the WB.

- When finding issues or shortcomings need to improve, the experts also guided
and discussed with the related parties on the solution to settle accordingly, ensuring
benefits for the parties but still meeting the requirements, and the shortcomings shall be
settled.

- Experts assisted PPMUs in supervising consultants to make periodic monitoring
forms and guided staffs with methodology to implement and fill the forms.

2.3.2. Monitoring methodology

Third Party Independent Supervision and Audit Consultant (ISC) started their
work from April 23, 2019 to May 9, 2019, because the project is large-scale area (34
provinces), in the first monitoring trip, only 08 provinces have been monitored (Vinh
Phuc, Phu Tho, Tuyen Quang, Quang Ninh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Son La, Hoa Binh).
These are provinces with projects which are being implemented in the first phase of the
first year of the project. For other provinces, the consultant will perform site
supervision during the next periodic monitoring trips. The evaluation results for these
provinces are used on the basis of the monitoring documents and reports (prepared by
supervision consultant and the contractor) sent by the PPMUs.

In the 8 (eight) provinces, the team has directly monitored with 2 days at each
province when the first day is working with the PPMU and officials in charge of
environmental and social issues in their office by checking papers and documents. On
the second day, the team worked at site to check field, checking implementation of the
approved plan.

The methods have been implemented as below:

a. Collect, review and evaluate the documents

During the periodic implementation of independent monitoring of environmental

safety, the independent monitoring consultant has collected documents and data related

to the environmental management of the Subproject from preparation, bidding

packages, construction safety of contractors, ... to review, check and assess their

sufficiency and compliance with requirements of Vietnamese laws and donors on

environmental protection. Documents that have been collected and reviewed during

periodic monitoring include:
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(1) The reports of ESIA, EIA approved by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment; design documents and construction measures for every sub-project;
bidding documents and construction contracts and supervision consultancy.

(2) Periodic reports/records of construction contractors, supervision consultants;
Contracts of the Contractor with PPMUs on transportation of construction materials.

(3) Licenses related to the inspection of construction equipment; documents
proving that the contractor's workers are fully trained on labor safety and environmental
sanitation, etc.

(4) Periodic environmental quality monitoring reports of sub-projects under
construction and prepared by contractors and supervisors.

All documents, after being reviewed, will be consulted to assess the project's
environmental compliance with the regulations of the Government of Vietnam, as well
as the World Bank's guidance on safety policy on environment.

b. Expert methodology

Practical experience of experts is applied to monitor during site survey process in
combination with observation, supervision of labor safety at site and workers' camps.

Experts also conducted interviews with those responsible personnel’s for
implementing the environmental management plan and the contractors' labor safety and
environment management staffs; local authorities and communities around the
construction site; Based on the interview results, experts conducted an assessment and
identification of issues related to the content of monitoring activities. At the same time,
they analyze and make appropriate recommendations to address the shortcomings of
contractors and projects.

c. Comparison method and evaluation reference

The results of the inspection and review during the environmental safety
monitoring process are consulted, compared and evaluated and referenced with the
project conditions as well as legal documents as provided by the Vietnamese
Government and WB to identify the issues that need to be settled and make appropriate
recommendations associated with the responsible units. The documents and materials
used for the evaluation reference will include but not limited to the following:

- The environmental mitigation measures according to ECOP and specific
environmental mitigation measures are reflected in the project's ESIA and EIA reports.

- Results of environmental quality survey of the Subprojects have been considered
and referred with the related standard of QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT on quality of
surface water; QCVN 09-MT:2015/BTNMT on quality of underground water; QCVN
05:2013/BTNMT on quality of surrounding environment and air;
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QCVN26:2010/BTNMT on noise; QCVN 27:2010/BTNMT on vibration; QCVN
14 : 2008/BTNMT on quality of domestic use water for workers; QCVN 03 -
MT:2015/BTNMT on soil quality.

Decision No. 3733/2002/QĐ-BYT of Ministry of Health dated October 10th 2002
about applying article 21 on labor health and relating safety criterions for microclimate,
noise, vibration, chemicals – permitted level in work place

- Traffic activities: Comparison based on the increase in the number of vehicles
transporting project materials, impacts on traffic safety, transport infrastructure,
degradation of infrastructure traffic due to the process of transporting project
construction materials. The evaluation and reference of impacts to the transport system
is consulted using the method of comparison with the assessments described in the
ESIA report and through interviews with local people and authorities. along the
shipping route. When there is a basis to identify the failure/degradation of the regional
infrastructure system that is determined to be caused by the project activity, the
consultant will work with the PPMU to require the contractor to implement
compensation/assist with appropriate impacted level.

- Other issues: Referenced and compared under the conditions prior availability of
the project

d. Method to improve capacity and assistance of environmental staff of contractors
and PPMUs to implement environmental management plan at site

Capacity improvment and support for contractors' environmental officers as well
as PPMUs are considered as an important activity of the consulting service. During the
periodical implementation of environmental safety monitoring, in addition to checking
and detecting environmental issues at the office and the field, the remaining issues, the
consultant will make recommendations, provide guidance and support to PPMUs
contractors to resolve outstanding issues to ensure compliance with environmental
safety policy requirements prescribed by the Government of Vietnam as well as the
World Bank. In detail, the consultant introduce and guide the contractors, PPMUs on
measures to ensure environmental safety that contractors/projects must implement
during the construction process mentioned in ESMP / ESMF, criteria standards and
regulations on environmental safety that the project must follow during the construction
process.

In addition, prior site monitoring in the provinces, the expert team also prepare the
periodic monitoring forms for construction supervision consultants and contractors to
perform, and guided the related parties for clear understanding of the form as well as
how to make form/report during the construction process

e. Community consultation method

During the implementation of supervision, the consultant has consult the local
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communities in relevant areas to learn about environmental issues arising during the
construction process:

- The consulted subjects include people living around the construction site and
along the construction material transportation routes.

- The consultation contents include: Information about the project that people
know, the disclosure of the project's ESMP information at the local authority;
Participation of local community and local authorities in supervising contractors to
comply with environmental safety policies, registration of temporary residence for
workers of contractors, social and environmental issues, the mechanism of coordination
between contractors and local authorities in the construction process.

- The method of public consultation will be done by direct interview with local
authorities and local people.

f. Method – direct supervision at site of the construction area

In the first monitoring trip, the expert team on social environmental safety have
monitored at site for areas of 08 provinces of Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Tuyen Quang,
Quang Ninh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Son La, Hoa Binh.

These are provinces with projects which are being implemented in the first phase
of the first year of the project. For other provinces, the consultant will perform site
supervision during the next periodic monitoring trips. The evaluation results for these
provinces are used on the basis of the monitoring documents and reports (prepared by
supervision consultant and the contractor) sent by the PPMUs.

During the field monitoring trip, the expert tream has used methods of
observation, taking photos, evaluation and reference on implementation and compliance
of impact mitigation application on environement of the Subprojects by contractors
with the contents in the reports of EIA, ESMP, ECOPs (such as measures to minimize
the impact of dust, noise, collection and management of solid waste, hazardous waste,
wastewater, inerrupting/ degradation of utilities of local people, and handling workers,
labor safety and environmental sanitation, fire fighting, environmental rehabilitation
after construction, ....).

At the same time, the expert team also assessed the effectiveness of the measures
taken, based on which proposed specific recommendations for shortcomings to
minimize impacts. The environment may arise affecting the landscape, ecology and life
of people in the project area.

For provinces where the consulting unit conducted direct supervision, the
consultant's environmental safety is monitored and evaluated at site. For the provinces
where the monitoring mission was not implemented, the consultant collected regular
monitoring reports on environmental and social safety by the construction supervision
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consultant and the contractor prepared and submitted to PPMUs, supervising of labor
safety and environmental sanitation and fire prevention

Based on the environmental management plan mentioned in the ESMP of each
contractor, the expert team will conduct direct supervision in the field by methods of
inspection, observation and evaluation of labor safety management and environmental
hygiene of the contractor at the construction site, material transportation route, office /
contractor's camp. The contents of supervision include: Training on labor safety and
environmental sanitation for workers, warning signs on safety at the construction site,
working regulations at the construction site and the camp, cleaning at the construction
site as well as the camp site, the management of the collection of generated waste, ...

2.3.3. Implementation organization

This is the first monitor stage of the consultant and this monitoring activity will
continue to be maintained at every 06 months during the construction of the project.

Before conducting the monitoring activities, the consultant coordinated with CPO
with Official Letter No. 452 / CPO-WB8 dated April 19, 2019 of the CPO on preparing
documents for independent monitoring of safety implementation, the WB8 project to
the PPMUs on recommendation of safety monitoring (details of the letter are attached
in the report appendix). Having agreed with CPO and related parties, the monitoring
unit have  detailed the monitoring schedule in 8 provinces including Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Son La, Hoa Binh, Thanh Hoa and Nghe An, Quang Ninh and Tuyen Quang from
April 23 to May 9, 2019. In each province, the monitoring team had 01 day to conduct
the monitoring at the office and 01 day at site (details of the monitoring schedule are
attached in the appendix).
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PART III: MONITORING RESULTS

3.1. Result of capacity evaluation for PPMUs and related parties in preparation
and implementation of environmental safety

Capacity have been reviewed and evaluated for PPMUs and related parties
through the preparation of personnel as well as documents on environmental safety of
the PPMUs and related units, such as the supervision consultant and construction
contractors is the first activity that the consultant undertakes before field supervision.
The monitoring results show that:

3.1.1. Evaluation on capacity of oranizing environmental safety management

As per project requirement, PPMUs, supervision consultant and civil contractors
shall arrange 1-2 staffs who is responsible for social and environmental safety.

Basing results on actual monitoring in 8 provinces have been monitored (Vinh
Phuc, Phu Tho, Tuyen Quang, Quang Ninh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Son La, Hoa Binh),
and reports from the province, it is shown that 12 provinces have been arranged with
their staffs, and 22 provinces are not available with any information on arranging staff
for social environment safety. Details are showing in below table

Table 3.1: Summary of staff on social environmental safety at PPMUs

No. Contents Province

1 PPMUs are
available with staff
on social
environtment

Binh Thuan, Hoa Binh, Nghe An, Quang Tri, Quang
Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa, Tuyen Quang, Vinh Phuc,
Yen Bai, Phu Tho, Quang Ninh

2 PPMUs are not
available with staff
on social
environtment

Bac Giang, Bac Kan, Binh Dinh, Dak Lak, Dak Nong,
Gia Lai, Ha Giang, Ha Tinh, Hai Duong, Khanh Hoa,
Kon Tum, Lam Dong, Lang Son, Lao Cai, Ninh Binh,
Ninh Thuan, Phu Yen , Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, Tay
Ninh, Thai Nguyen and Thua Thien Hue

The responsible staffs on social environmental safety in PPMU included about 1-2
people who will be responsible for general Subproject at the province.

- Regarding to supervision consultants: As described above, there are a number of
PPMUs who also act as construction supervision consultants such as PPMU in Quang
Ninh province; Hoa Binh province. In these provinces, the environmental and social
safety staff of PPMU is also responsble for construction supervision consultant.

- Regarding to provinces have bee recruited with construction supervisor:
According to the result of document monitoring, these units can be arranged with 1 staff
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responsible for social and social environmental safety. However, during the
independent monitoring trip in 8 provinces, the responsible staff are not available at the
site from the following company: such as the Joint Venture between Consultant of
Water resource University and Center for Environmental Technology Research and
Application (to supervise in Vinh Phuc province). Therefore, the monitoring team
requested these units to arrange immediately their responsible staff to be present at site
regularly.

- Regarding to construction contractors: Most of construction contractors currently
do not have employees in charge of social environmental safety (such as Phuc Thanh
An Co., Ltd at Da Mang reservoir ( Vinh Phuc province); An Thinh Viet Joint Stock
Company, the construction unit is Binh Minh Construction and Tourism Joint Stock
Company (Phu Tho Province); Joint Venture of An Loi 178 Construction Investment
Joint Stock Company and Tay Ha Consulting and Construction Co., Ltd (Son La
province); ....). The monitoring team has required these units to immediately arrange
staff in charge of environmental and social safety during the construction process. It is
recommended that the contractor's staff be part-time but must be knowledgeable about
safety and must be trained in environmental and social safety to help the contractor
fulfill the obligations and responsibility for safety control during construction.

3.1.2. Result of reviewing and evaluation on documents on social environement
safety preparation

Basing on the documents from PPMUs and civil contractor and supervision
consultant, the independent monitor unit will consider the documents as below:

(1) The reports of ESIA, EIA approved by the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment; design documents and construction measures for every sub-project;
bidding documents and construction contracts and supervision consultancy.

(2) Periodic reports/records of construction contractors, supervision consultants;
Contracts of the Contractor with PPMUs on transportation of construction materials.

(3) Licenses related to the inspection of construction equipment; documents
proving that the contractor's workers are fully trained on labor safety and environmental
sanitation, etc.

(4) Periodic environmental quality monitoring reports of sub-projects under
construction and prepared by contractors and supervisors.

(Details of documents supplied by PPMUs and evaluated in the report)

The evaluation results as per every contents are as detail as below:

- Up till now, there are 48/52 sub-project have completed with screeing on social
and environmental safety; There are 4/52 Subproject left are under the reviewing and
preparation of screening table (details as below table)
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Table 3.2: Schedule of screening of social environment safety

No. Work content Quantity Province /Subproject

1 Approved by WB
48/52 SUB-
PROJECT

Ha Giang, Lao Cai, Son La, Lang Son, Bac
Kan, Tuyen Quang, Yen Bai, Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Bac Giang, Thai Nguyen, Quang Ninh,
Hoa Binh (SUBPROJECT 02), Ninh Binh,
Thanh Hoa (SUBPROJECT) 02), Ha Tinh
(Project 1), Nghe An (Project 03), Quang
Binh, Quang Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang
Nam, Quang Ngai (Project 2), Quang Ngai
(Project 3), Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa,
Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai,
Dak Lak (Project 1), Dak Nong, Lam Dong,
Hoa Binh (Project 03), Nghe An (Project 04),
Ha Tinh (Project 2)

2

Under reviewing and
preparing the Screen
table on social
environmental safety

04/40
SUBPROJ
ECT

Hai Duong, Thanh Hoa (SUBPROJECT 03),
Dak Lak (SUBPROJECT 02) and Dau Tieng
reservoir Subproject in Tay Ninh province

- Regarding the ESIA reports, till May 2019, it is shown as below:

+ 28/52 Subprojects are available with ESIA reports and approved by WB including
12 Subproject in phase 1 and 16 Subprojects in the following phase

+ 01 Subproject is waiting for comments from WB and 06 Subprojects are under

revision as per comments by WB.

+ There are 05 Subprojects which are revising as per comments of CPMU before
submission to WB

+ There are 06 Subprojects under preparation of report.

+ There are 06 Subprojects in the period of selecting the consultant, including
Thanh Hoa (Subprojects 03), Nghe An (Subprojects 04), Ha Tinh (Subprojects 02), Quang
Ngai (Subprojects 03) and Dau Tieng reservoir Subprojects in Tay Ninh province; Hai
Duong (01 Subprojects).

- Bidding documents: From monitoring at office of 8 provinces where have been
monitored at office and site including: Binh Thuan, Lam Dong, Nghe An, Quang Tri,
Sson La, Thanh Hoa, Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Tuyen Quang, Quang Ninh, Hoa Binh (the
rest provinces has not been submitted documents to the consultant). Reviewed results
have shown that contracts awarded with package, bidding documents and civil
contractor for have been implemented fully in accordance with latest guidance of the
WB on policies on environmental safety, requirements on environmental in
combination with bidding document and contract.
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Table 3.3: Inspection result of document and related materials at PPMUs

No. Content Status Recommendation (if any)

1. Main report
on social
environmental
safety

There are 28 subprojects approved
by WB included 12 subprojects in
phase 1 and 16 subprojects in the
following phases. 01 subproject is
being waited for comments, 06
subprojects in revision period and
waiting for comments from WB, 05
subprojects in revision period and
waiting for comments from CPMU,
06 subprojects are under
preparation of safety policy report,
06 subprojects in period of
selecting consultant

2. Bidding
document and
contract of
construction
supervision
consulting

Bidding document and contract for
civil contractor and supervision
consultant have been signed as per
latest guidance of WB on social
environmental safety, requirement
on environmental safety policy in
combination with bidding
document and contract.

Satisfied requirements

3. Licience and
certificate for
construction
machines

The result of checking the bidding
packages under construction of the
subproject Phase 1 in 8 provinces
shows that the construction
equipment is licensed and is under
inspection. However, some
subproject have not been sent
documents on equipment such as:
Lang Dam reservoir - Quang Ngai,
Thach Ban - Binh Dinh, Da Teh -
Lam Dong, Phu Vinh - Quang
Binh, Song Quao - Binh Thuan, ...

PPMUs and supervision
consultant need to work
with civil contractors to
ensure all equipment and
machine must be
inspected and
maintenanced before
using as per regulation.

4. Contract on
domestic
waste
collection at
local

All contractors does not have
contract on waste collection as per
regulation. Solid waste are treated
by their own at site by burrying or
burn

It is required the
contractor to contact and
sign a contract
immediately with the
local waste collection
unit (if any) so that this
unit will come to collect
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all domestic waste and
non-hazardous waste
daily, at workers' camps
and construction site,
taking away for
treatment. In case there
is no collection unit and
the contractor handles
on their own, the
contractor needs to work
and have a written
certification with the
local authority on the
treatment method and
specific treatment
location. at the
construction site

5. Contract on
collecting and
treatment of
hazardous
waste
treatment

All contractors does have this
contract

Due to specification of
the work at each
province, it is required
the contractor to
coordinate with PPMUs
so that the PPMUs can
sign a contract with
functionable unit to
collect the hazardous
waste to prevent
expreading to the are for
treatment as per
provision

6. Related legal
documents
which are
related to
disposal sites
and
transportation

- Provinces that have written
confirmations with the local
authorities on the disposal sites
include: Kon Tum, Nghe An,
Quang Tri, Son La, Thanh Hoa,
Tuyen Quang and Vinh Phuc. The
remaining provinces have no
information

- For the route of transporting
materials and waste: at present,
except for Son La province, there is
a signed contract between the
contractor and the PPMU on the

Because the transport
route does not go
through the urban areas
of the provinces, the
traffic management
agency did not issue a
permit for material
transportation. However,
between the contractor
and the PPMUs, there
should be a written
record of the
confirmation of the
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transportation route, the rest of the
provinces do not have

distance and the route of
transporting specific
materials for each
project as a basis for the
PPMU/construction
supervision consultant to
monitor the house. bid
as well as a basis for
determining the extent
of damage to the
regional transportation
system

7. Registration
of temporary
residence for
workers/staff
of contractor
with local
authorities

Workers from other places work for
the project shall register temporary
residence with local commune

Satisfy requirement.

8. Training on
labor safety/
environment
sanitation/
firefighting
and
prevention for
workers

For the works under construction,
the monitoring results show that
most of the contractors could not
prove that they have conducted
training for workers on labor safety
/ environmental sanitation / fire
safety for workers. and social work
(HIV / AIDS) (except for some
provinces like Binh Thuan that
have proof of contractor's training
on environmental safety for
workers)

PPMUs are requested to
ask construction
contractors to
immediately carry out
training on labor safety
and environmental
sanitation for workers
with the supervision of
construction supervision
consultants to ensure all
workers participate. The
project has been trained

At the same time,
contractors need to
communicate to all
workers about the
working rules at the
project site and camps.

9. Labor safety
mentioned in
the site daily
record

The contractors who are
constructing projects in the
provinces have daily record for
every work item. However, the
records are very sketchy without

The contractor is
requested to supplement
the daily record with
contents on the progress
of construction,
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contents on environment
management and implementation

mobilization of
machinery and labor,
and the implementation
of measures to minimize
environmental and social
impacts, development
issuesand remedies, ....

10. Notification
of project
information

According to the reports of the
PPMUs, as soon as the ESIA / EIA
report approved, the PPMUs make
information disclosure at the
People's Committees of the affected
communes. Provinces that have
published information on
environmental safety policies
include: Lao Cai (published on
December 24, 2018); Quang Tri
(May 5, 2019); Quang Ngai
(September 5, 2018); Yen Bai
(May 5, 2019); Tuyen Quang
(September 18, 2018); Thai
Nguyen (December 18, 2018);
Vinh Phuc (January 17, 2019); Hue
(January 31, 2019); Thanh Hoa
(First year period: September 23,
2015; Subproject 1: February 27,
2019); Binh Thuan (Quao River
May 28, 2015); Dak Nong (January
22, 2019); Quang Binh (Ho Phu
Vinh November 11, 2015); Nghe
An (Khe Gang, Khe Che May 28,
2015); Lam Dong (SUBPROJECT1
December 29, 2017); Son La
(October 11, 2018); Khanh Hoa
(January 18, 2019); Phu Tho
(September 4, 1929); Quang Nam
(March 11, 2019); Binh Dinh
(Subproject Thach Ban on
December 16/12/2015;
SUBPROJECT2 12/12/2018); Hoa
Binh (Dai Thang reservoir
subproject  9/2015)

PPMUs need to maintain
the information
notification, especially
the propaganda to
explain to the people
about the project so that
people can participate in
supervising contractors
during the construction
process, when people
have knowledge about
the project, they will
support the project and
the status of complaints
will be minimized.
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3.2. Evaluation result of implementing measures to minimize environmental
impacts at site carried out by Contractor

In order to evaluate implementation and compliance of environmental safety
regulations during construction, supervision consultant has carried out monitoring on
site of structure under construction, workers’ camp as well as transportation paths into
the construction site. Contents checked are concentrated on considering the compliance
about environmental safety measures, health, sanitation on site and labor
safety…carried out by the Contractor. Results of supervision shown that, in general,
Contractors have complied with and implemented fully measures to minimize
environmental impacts according to to ESMP. Therefore, almost environmental impacts
have controlled and minimized. However, there are some shortcomings have to make
good in 8 provinces that the Supervision delegation checked, including: Vinh Phuc, Phu
Tho, Quang Ninh, Son La, Hoa Binh, Tuyen Quang, Thanh Hoa and Nghe An.

3.2.1 VINH PHUC PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

Sub-project WB8 has 11 reservoirs lying in the range of 10 communes belonging
to 3 districts Tam Dao, Song Lo, Lap Thach and Vinh Phuc city. Construction at these
10 reservoirs is executing at the same time, and estimated workload has completed for
about 15-20%.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- Project management Unit in Vinh Phuc has an organizationmechanism with full
specialized sector, in which having 1 official in charging for environmental and social
safety.

- Construction Supervision Consultant is joint venture between Thuy Loi
University consulting Ltd., and Center for Research and Application of Environmental
Technology (RAENTEC). This unit has responsibility to be Construction Supervision
consultant for all sub-projects in Vinh Phuc province. Personnel of Supervision
consultant have 01 person in charge for environmental safety. However, at the time that
Supervision delegation monitoring, the personnel is absence in the Construction site.

- Construction unit: Phuc Thanh Anh Ltd., at Da Mang reservoir, in Lap Thach
district has not the personnel in charge of environmental safety yet at the time the
Supervision delegation checking.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

Construction
package in
Vinh Phuc

Organizing human force
and training about
environmental safety:

- Contractor has not
arranged personnel in
charge of environmental
safety for project yet

- Workers of Contractor has
not trained about
environmental safety and
sanitation in construction
site

- Construction Supervision Consultant has to
arrange the personnel in charge of
environmental safety and sanitation. These
specialized personnel have enough professional
capacity about environmental sector and should
be at site frequently in order to monitor
Construction Contractor.

- Construction Contractor has to arrange at
least 01 personnel holding concurrently about
environmental safety and sanitation in
construction site. These specialized personnel
have trained about environmental safety and
can understand tasks that Contractor having to
implement in order to ensure environmental
safety and sanitation during construction
period.

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
Contractor

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Need to deploy
in 5/2019

Having not provide enough
documents yet:

- Construction diagram,
construction schedule,
Schedule mobilizing
workers, equipment

- Constructor has not
provided enough verified

- Contractor has to create fully Dossier about
safety mission, especially taking note to
equipment bring in to construction, have to
check and verified technical issued by
competent agencies

- PPMU and CSC have to supervise and speed
up Contractor observing the rules and having
enough legal documents then for construction

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Supplementing
in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

documents yet for
equipment joining
construction

Constructor has
construction diary but not
updated environmental
matters

Construction diary of Contractor and
Construction supervision Consultant, beside
information about construction schedule, daily
works executed, have to supplement
information related to using equipment,
workforce, and environmental matter arising
from within day.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)

The dangerous places such
as point which installation
of water supply at Da Mang
reservoir has not fenced
carefully.

Contractor has to arrange the fence
immediately at points which are dangerous due
to construction. They can arrange lights during
nights at dangerous zones or reflected light.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Project nameplate at
construction site has had
but has not enough
information about Owner,
Construction supervision
Consultant and Constructor

Require Contractor supplement information:
Leader, who can resolve complaints including
phone number of Owner, CSC and Contractor.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultantand
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Supplementing
in 5/2019

Internal regulations board,
regulated about behavior,
environment, labor safety,

At construction site and camp, Contractor
should supplement boards about behavior
regulations, labor safety board, and sanitation

Construction
Contractor
taking

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and

Supplementing
in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

etc in the areas of camp,
construction site still hasn’t
had yet.

board. responsibility
mainly for work,

PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Yard for gathering building
materials is still
uncontrolled, have not any
measure to maintain
materials.

Require Contractor has to collect, tidy up daily
and have measures to protect, and avoid to
going adrift of materials to reservoir and
causing insanitary.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Workers have not equipped
clothes, labor safety.

Contractor has to equip instantly and fully
clothes and labor safety for workers,
simultaneously, have a sanctions to workers
who none-using labor safety.

CSC has to monitor and be resolute not give
workers joining construction if none-using
protection equipment and labor safety.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Supplementing
, equipping
right after

warning(4/201
9)

Collecting and processing
waste matter of workers

- Contractor has not
equipped trashcan to keep
waste in site and camp
according to regulations.

- The camp area has toilet
but not enough, not satisfy
requirement

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans to keep
domestic waste in construction site and site hut
follow undertakes in the Environmental
protection Plan (each place having 2 to 3 cans)

- Training about safety and environmental
sanitation for all workers

- Installing cautions board about sanitation and
having sanctions to workers in construction site
and camps.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Equipping
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

Harmful waste:

- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. Has not
been collected as per
regulations.

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place 01
can to keep harmful waste (with label and
cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather harmful
waste. This place has to build according to
regulation (with lean-to, anti-seepage
foundation, cautions board…)

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Making good
right after
warning(4/201
9)

Contractor has to equip
medicine cabinet, fire
hydrants at construction
camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01 medicine
cabinet with full kind of first-aid medicine and
tools, equips 4 to 6 fire hydrants at places
which are flammable, explosive in construction
site ( area for gathering materials,…) and keep
during construction period.

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Sanitary work at workers’
camp is not ensured.

- Contractor has to remind workers frequently
to keep sanitation, tidying up surrounding area
of camp and construction site

- Arranging and assigning tasks personnel in
sanitation daily

Construction
Contractor
taking
responsibility
mainly for work,

Construction
Supervision
Consultant and
PPMU
following up,
monitoring

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Contractor has obeyed
transportation of materials
according to road which
regulated, task of traffic

Contractor has to strengthen cautions boards in
site and limit traffic speed at some points on
the road in front of each bypass

Contractor CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning (4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

safety has ensured, having
speed limit boards when
moving through the
construction site area,
traffic instruction boards at
some points defined in the
construction site. However,
numbers of these boards,
according to Consultant’s
evaluation is still limited
about number.

Monitoring work safety and
sanitation , fire-fighting
prevention

Tasks of training for workers about work
safety/sanitation / fire -explosion safety, social
missions (HIV/AIDS) have not carried out yet.
Therefore, Contractor has to implement
immediately training to workers,
simultaneously strengthening sanitation in
construction site.

Contractor CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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3.2.2 PHU THO PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

The project is owned by Phu Tho Department of Agriculture and rural
development and assigned to DARD Project management Unit for management. The
project is under construction of the first stage with Ban reservoir project belonging to
Tien Luong commune, Cam Khe district. The estimated workload has completed for
about 30%. The second stage includes 13 multi-type reservoirs and has been finishing
survey and design, and submitting to the MARD, CPO for approval.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- Phu Tho PPMU has an organization mechanism with full specialized sector, in
which having 1 official in charging for environmental and social safety.

- Construction Supervision Consultant for the 1st stage is An Thinh Viet JSC. The
Contractor is Binh Minh Construction and Tourism Group Joint Stock Company, at the
time that Supervision delegation monitoring, the personnel of both companies is
absence in the Construction site.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Construction
package of
Ban reservoir,
in Vinh Phuc

Organizing human force
and training about
environmental safety:

- Contractor has not
arranged personnel in
charge of environmental
safety for project yet

- Contractor has not
trained about
environmental safety and
sanitation in construction
site

- CSC has to arrange the personnel in
charge of environmental safety and
sanitation. These specialized personnel
have enough professional capacity
about environmental sector and should
be at site frequently in order to monitor
Construction Contractor.

- Construction Contractor has to
arrange at least 01 personnel holding
concurrently about environmental
safety and sanitation in construction
site. These specialized personnel have
trained about environmental safety and
can understand tasks that Contractor
having to implement in order to ensure
environmental safety and sanitation
during construction period.

Construction
Supervision

Consultant and
Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Need to
deploy in
5/2019

Having not provide
enough documents yet:

- Construction diagram,
construction schedule,
Schedule mobilizing

- Contractor has to create fully Dossier
about safety mission, especially taking
note to equipment bring in to
construction, have to check and
verified technical issued by competent

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

workers, equipment

- Verified documents for
equipment joining
construction

agencies

- PPMU and CSC have to supervise
and speed up Contractor observing the
rules and having enough legal
documents then for construction

Task of environmental
quality monitoring
periodically in the
construction area
according to ESIA has
not executed yet.

Require PPMU has to implement
strictly the regulations about periodic
environmental monitoring according to
ESIA/EIA which approved.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019

Constructor has
construction diary but not
updated environmental
matters

Construction diary of Contractor and
Construction supervision Consultant,
beside information about construction
schedule, daily works executed, have
to supplement information related to
using equipment, workforce, and
environmental matter arising from
within day.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g right after

warning
(4/2019)

Construction area has not
cautions board yet.

Contractor has to arrange the cautions
board immediately at construction site
and camp. The cautions board have

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

enough information about project,
Contractor, CSC, information about the
Leader, who can resolve complaints
including phone number of Owner,
CSC and Contractor.

Internal regulations
board, regulating about
behavior, environment,
labor safety, etc in the
areas of camp,
construction site still
haven't had yet.

At construction site and camp,
Contractor should supplement boards
about behavior regulations, labor
safety board, and sanitation board. Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019

The construction area has
not fenced carefully,
especially dangerous
places such as excavation
pit at dam C has not
cautions board yet.

Contractor has to arrange the fence
immediately at points which are
dangerous due to construction. They
can arrange lights during nights at
dangerous zones or reflected light.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g right after

warning
(4/2019)

Yard for gathering
building materials is still
uncontrolled, have not
any measure to maintain

Require Contractor has to collect, tidy
up daily and have measures to protect,
and avoid to going adrift of materials
to reservoir and causing insanitary.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

materials.

Vehicle of conveyance of
materials when accessing
the Construction site has
not been covered
according to regulations
yet.

Contractor has to cover vehicle of
conveyance while transporting
materials to the site in order to ensure
traffic safety and avoid scattering
materials to environment. CSC and
PPMU have to monitor closely
Contractor throughout transportation.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Roads surrounding the
construction site having
Vehicle of conveyance
has not watered daily.

With traffic lines which vehicles
transporting materials to the site also
for surrounding area have to water
moisture frequently, especially in dry
days in order to limit dust arising and
minimizing impacts to traffic
surrounding.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Workers have not
equipped clothes, labor
safety.

Contractor has to equip instantly and
fully clothes and labor safety for
workers, simultaneously, have a
sanctions to workers who none-using
labor safety.

CSC has to monitor and be resolute not
give workers joining construction if

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementin
g right after

warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

none-using protection equipment and
labor safety.

Collecting and processing
waste matter of workers

- Contractor has not
equipped trashcan to keep
waste in site and camp
according to regulations.

- Construction area has
not any domestic waste
collection companies,
therefore Contractor has
to collect and treat by
himself by burning on
site.

- The camp area has toilet
but not enough, not
satisfy requirement,
worker’s consciousness
has not met requirement.

- Contractor has to equip garbage cans
to keep domestic waste in construction
site and site hut follow undertakes in
the Environmental protection Plan
(each place having 2 to 3 cans)

- Training about safety and
environmental sanitation for all
workers

- Installing cautions board about
sanitation and having sanctions to
workers in construction site and camps.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementin
g right after

warning
(4/2019)

Harmful waste:

- Harmful waste such as

- At construction site and workers'
camp, contractor has to equip at least Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementin
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

oil tanks, used oil…. Has
not been collected as per
regulations.

each place  01 can to keep harmful
waste (with label and cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to build
according to regulation (with lean-to,
anti-seepage foundation, cautions
board…)

g right after
warning
(4/2019)

Contractor has to equip
medicine cabinet, fire
hydrants at construction
camp and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01
medicine cabinet with full kind of first-
aid medicine and tools, equips 4 to 6
fire hydrants at places which are
flammable, explosive in construction
site ( area for gathering materials,…)
and keep during construction period.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Sanitary work at workers’
camp is not ensured.

- Contractor has to remind workers
frequently to keep sanitation, tidying
up surrounding area of camp and
construction site

- Arranging and assigning tasks
personnel in sanitation daily.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU
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3.2.3 QUANG NINH PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

Quang Ninh province has 09 reservoirs belonging to WB8 project , due to Viet-
Germany afforestation management Unit not only Management unit but also CSC.

The project is divided into 02 sub-projects, including:

Sub-project 1: Repairing, upgrading and ensure safety for Khe Che reservoir,
Quang Ninh province. Presently, Contractor has implemented building and estimating
workload has completed about 90%.

Sub-project 2: Repairing, upgrading and ensure safety for 08 reservoirs which
approved. Presently, the sub-projects has chosen Contractor and under the Contract
negotiation for signing the Construction contract. Anticipating, in May 2019 shall hand
over the plane to Contractors for deploying work.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- PPMU Quang Ninh is not only PMU, but also CSC. This is an inadequate matter
in construction. Therefore, the supervision delegation has required PPMU having to
recruit one Contractor being the independent CSC for subprojects in the area.

- Organization mechanism of the Unit has enough different specialized sectors, in
which has 01 personnel in charge for environmental and social safety.

- Contractor has not any personnel in charge for environmental safety
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Construction
package of Khe
Che reservoir  in
Quang Ninh

Organizing human force and
training about environmental
safety:

- PPMU has not recuited any
independent CSC yet.

- Contractor has not arranged
personnel in charge of
environmental safety for
project yet.

- Contractor has not trained
about environmental and
sanitary safety in
construction site for workers.

PPMU has to recuit an independent
CSC for sub-projects. CSC shall
arrange one specialized staff for
environmental and sanitary safety.
These specialized personnel have
enough professional capacity about
environmental sector and should be
at site frequently in order to
monitor construction Contractor.

- Contractor has to arrange at least
01 personnel holding concurrently
about environmental safety and
sanitation in construction site.
These specialized personnel have
trained about environmental safety
and can understand tasks that
Contractor having to implement in
order to ensure environmental
safety and sanitation during
construction period.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Need to
deploy in
5/2019

Having not provide enough
documents yet:

- Contractor has to create fully
Dossier about safety mission, Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

- Construction diagram,
construction schedule,
Schedule mobilizing workers,
equipment

- Verified documents for
equipment joining
construction

especially taking note to equipment
bring in to construction, have to
check and verified technical issued
by competent agencies

- PPMU and CSC have to supervise
and speed up Contractor observing
the rules and having enough legal
documents then for construction

Task of environmental
quality monitoring
periodically in the
construction area according
to ESIA has not executed yet.

Require PPMU has to implement
strictly the regulations about
periodic environmental monitoring
according to ESIA/EIA which
approved.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019

Constructor has construction
diary but not updated
environmental matters

Construction diary of Contractor
and Construction supervision
Consultant, beside information
about construction schedule, daily
works executed, have to
supplement information related to
using equipment, workforce, and
environmental matter arising from
wit

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Construction area has
cautions board but not
enough, missed necessary
information.

Require Contractor have to arrange
the cautions board immediately
atconstruction site and camp. The
cautions board have enough
information about project,
Contractor, CSC, information about
the Leader, who can resolve
complaints including phone number
of Owner, CSC and Contractor.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019

Internal regulations board,
regulating about behavior,
environment, labor safety, etc
in the areas of camp,
construction site still haven't
had yet.

At construction site and camp,
Contractor should supplement
boards about behavior regulations,
labor safety board, and sanitation
board.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng right

after
warning
(4/2019)

The construction area has not
fenced carefully, especially
dangerous places such as pit
of spillway has not cautions
board yet.

Contractor has to arrange the fence
immediately at points which are
dangerous due to construction.
They can arrange lights during
nights at dangerous zones or
reflected light.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good right
after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Yard for gathering building
materials for spillway is still
uncontrolled, have not any
measure to maintain
materials avoid rain.

Require Contractor has to collect,
tidy up daily and have measures to
protect, and avoid to going adrift of
materials to reservoir and causing
insanitary.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good right

after
warning
(4/2019)

Workers have not equipped
clothes, labor safety.

Contractor has to equip instantly
and fully clothes and labor safety
for workers, simultaneously, have a
sanctions to workers who none-
using labor safety.

CSC has to monitor and be resolute
not give workers joining
construction if none-using
protection equipment and labor
safety.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good right

after
warning
(4/2019)

Collecting and processing
waste matter of workers

- Contractor has not equipped
trashcan to keep waste in site
and camp according to
regulations.

- Construction area has not

- Contractor has to equip garbage
cans to keep domestic waste in
construction site and site hut follow
undertakes in the Environmental
protection Plan (each place having
2 to 3 cans)

- Training about safety and

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good,

supplementi
ng right

after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

any domestic waste
collection companies,
therefore Contractor has to
collect and treat by himself
by burning on site.

- The camp area has toilet but
not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
conciousness has not met
requirement.

environmental sanitation for all
workers

- Installing cautions board about
sanitation and having sanctions to
workers in construction site and
camps.

Harmful waste:

- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with Contractor who
collecting and handling
harmful waste  in
construction site and camps

- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. Has not
been collected as per
regulations.

- At construction site and workers'
camp, contractor has to equip at
least each place  01 can to keep
harmful waste (with label and
cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to
build according to regulation (with
lean-to, anti-seepage foundation,
cautions board…)

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good,

supplementi
ng right

after
warning
(4/2019)

Contractor has to equip
medicine cabinet, fire

Contractor has to equip at least 01
medicine cabinet with full kind of Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Making
good,
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

hydrant at construction camp
and camp

first-aid medicine and tools, equips
4 to 6 fire hydrants at places which
are flammable, explosive in
construction site ( area for
gathering materials,…) and keep
during construction period.

supplementi
ng right

after
warning
(4/2019)

Worker’s camp at spillway
area has not enough ensure,
just temporary; sanitation and
safety is not ensured to
workers.

- Contractor has to implement
immediately building camps for
workers in construction site, or can
hire any where but in the
construction site have to locate a
WC for workers.

- Remind frequently workers keep
sanitation,tidying up surrounding
the camps.

- Arranging and assigning tasks
personnel in sanitation daily

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making
good,

supplementi
ng right

after
warning(4/2

019

Building electrical system
does not ensure, be implicit
many risks and unsafe for
workers, especially for
welding process, cutting,
(wirejust laying on the path)

Contractor just needs to make good
and reinstall the construction
electrical, where less moving
around, with protection system… Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementing

right after
warning
(4/2019
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3.2.4 SON LA PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

Son La Province has 07 reservoirs belonging to WB8 project, managed by PMU
of building investment for agricultural and rural development.

Presently, deploy at the same time for all reservoirs. Estimating, quantity has
completed about 85-90%.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- Have an organization mechanism with full specialized sector, in which having 1
official in charging for environmental and social safety

- Contractor is joint venture between Hong Kong Son La One-member Ltd., and
Quang Anh Construction Ltd., – Sao Mai 68 Ltd.,– Agricultural and Rural development
Construction and Investment JSC., - No.1 Irrigation construction JSC.;  and the CSC is
joint venture between An Loi 178 Construction Investment JSC., andTay Ha Services
and Construction Consulting Ltd.,. The Supervision delegation has visited the
construction site, the official who in charge of environmental and social safety of the
Contractor and CSC also is at site.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package/ lot Shortcomings Recommendations Agency/personnel
in charge

Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Construction
package in
Son La

Organizing human force and
training about environmental
safety:
- Contractor has not trained
about environmental and
sanitary safety in
construction site for
workers.

- Contractor has to train about
safety policy for all workers before
participating construction. CSC has
to check fully and ensure that
workers had training then permit to
participate construction on site.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Need to deploy
in 5/2019

Having not provide enough
documents yet:
- Documents related to

waste transportation
including path for
transportation

- PPMU and CSC have to check
and speed up Contractor obeying
fully regulations and having legal
texts then permit construction Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

Constructor has construction
diary but not updated
environmental matters

Construction diary of Contractor
and Construction supervision
Consultant, beside information
about construction schedule, daily
works executed, have to
supplement information related to
using equipment, workforce, and
environmental matter arising from
wit

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019
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Package/ lot Shortcomings Recommendations Agency/personnel
in charge

Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

The construction area has
the cautions board but not
enough information about
the Leader, including phone
number of Owner, CSC and
Contractor.

Cautions board has enough
information about project,
Contractor, CSC and Owner,
information about the Leader, who
can resolve complaints including
phone number of Owner, CSC and
Contractor.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

Internal regulations board,
regulating about behavior,
environment, labor safety,
etc in the areas of camp,
construction site still haven't
had yet.

At construction site and camp,
Contractor should supplement
boards about behavior regulations,
labor safety board, and sanitation
board.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

The construction area has
not fenced carefully,
especially dangerous places
such as construction area of
Ban Cu 2; nearby the road
has not cautions board yet.

Contractor has to arrange the fence
at points which are dangerous due
to construction. They can arrange
lights during nights at dangerous
zones or reflected light.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Means of conveyance of
materials when accessing the
Construction site has not
been covered according to
regulations yet.

Contractor has to cover means of
conveyance while transporting
materials to the site in order to
ensure traffic safety and avoid
scattering materials to environment.
CSC and PPMU have to monitor
cosely Contractor throughout

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package/ lot Shortcomings Recommendations Agency/personnel
in charge

Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

transportation.

Collecting and processing
waste matter of workers
- Contractor has not
equipped trashcan to keep
waste in site and camp
according to regulations.
- Construction area has not
any domestic waste
collection companies,
therefore Contractor has to
collect and treat by himself
by burning on site.
- The camp area has toilet
but not enough, not satisfy
requirement, worker’s
conciousness has not met
requirement.

- Contractor has to equip garbage
cans to keep domestic waste in
construction site and site hut follow
undertakes in the Environmental
protection Plan (each place having
2 to 3 cans)
- Training about safety and
environmental sanitation for all
workers
- Installing cautions board about
sanitation and having sanctions to
workers in construction site and
camps.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Harmful waste: harmful
waste such as oil tanks, used
oil…. has not been collected
as per regulations.

- At construction site and workers'
camp, contractor has to equip at
least each place  01 can to keep
harmful waste (with label and
cover)
- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementing

right after
warning(4/201

9)
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Package/ lot Shortcomings Recommendations Agency/personnel
in charge

Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

build according to regulation (with
lean-to, anti-seepage foundation,
cautions board…)

At the camp, Contractor has
not equipped medicine
cabinet, fire hydrant

Contractor has to equip at least 01
medicine cabinet with full kind of
first-aid medicine and tools, equips
4 to 6 fire hydrants at places which
are flammable, explosive in
construction site (area for gathering
materials,)

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementing

right after
warning
(4/2019)
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3.2.5 HOA BINH PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

Sub-project of WB8 in Hoa Binh province managed and consulted by Agriculture
and rural development PMU, also construction supervisor. The project includes 27
reservoirs and divided into 03 phases.

+) Phase 1:Repairing, upgrading the Dai Thang reservoir , Lac thuy district, Hoa
Binh, this project has completed construction already and waiting for checking for
acceptance.

+) Phase2: Including10 reservoirs, the project has completed for environmental
impact assessment (EIA), under preparation ESIA and deploying next steps.

+) Phase3: including 16 reservoirs, now implementing legal document for
submission to WB

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- PPMU Hoa Binh is not only PMU but also CSC.

PPMU has an organization mechanism with full specialized sector, in which
having 1 official in charge for environmental and social safety.

- Contractor has an official in charge for environmental and social safety.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge

Following up/

Monitoring

Time to making

good

Construction

package of

Dai Thang

reservoir, in

Hoa Binh

Having not provide enough

documents yet:

- Periodic monitoring and

following up report

- Documents demonstrating

about environmental safety

training of Contractor for

workers still have not had yet.

PPMU has to consider and

implement immediately periodic

monitoring about environmental

quality according to regulations.

Dai Thang reservoir project has

completed already. However, in

the incoming time when PPMU

mobilizes Contractors

participating construction for

other sub-projects, have to

monitor and require Contractor

follow training task about

environmental safety for workers

before participating construction.

Contractor CSC and PPMU

Need to

deploy in

5/2019

The bidding document, the tender

and Contract agreement has

mentioned about environmental

safety but not fully yet.

PPMU has to bring ESMP

contents of each sub-project into

the Bidding document and

Contract too with Construction

Contractor and CSC.

Contractor CSC and PPMU
Supplementing

in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge

Following up/

Monitoring

Time to making

good

At Dai Thang reservoir project,

in Lac Thuy district, construction

work has completed, however

reverting work to original state of

environment is still not enough.

Specifically:

- Machines, equipment of

Contractor has not moved all yet

- Materials has not collected and

transported to other place yet

- Cement covered-bags are

spread everywhere

- Has not leveled soil and sand

ground in order to revert to

original state yet.

PPMU speeds up Contractor

promptly execute reverting to

original state of environment

Contractor CSC and PPMU
Finished in

5/2019
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3.2.6 TUYEN QUANG PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

The WB8 sub-project has 14 reservoirs, Tuyen Quang PMU of Agriculture and
rural development is the Owner. The first phase, Ngoi La reservoir has completed up to
60% of total contract amount.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- Tuyen Qang PPMU has an organization mechanism with full specialized sector,
in which having 02 officials in charge for environmental and social safety.

- At the time the Supervision Delegation visiting, the officers in charge of
environmental safety of CSC and Contractor are absence in the site.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personn

el in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Construction
package of
Ngoi La
reservoir, in
Tuyen Quang

Organizing human force and
training about environmental
safety:

- Officer in charge of
environmental safety and
sanitation of Contractor and
CSC are not present in site
frequently.

-PPMU has to check and require CSC
and Contractor having arrangement of
specialized officers about environmental
safety and sanitation must be present in
site frequently in order to check and
monitor Contractor obeying measures
minimizing environmental impacts
throughout construction period.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Need to
deploy in
5/2019

Having not provide enough
documents yet:

- Documents related to waste
transportation including path
for transportation

- Documents demonstrating
about environmental safety
training of Contractor for
workers.

- Contractor has to create fully dossier
about safety work

- PPMU and CSC have to speed up
Contractor obeying fully regulations and
having legal texts then permit
construction.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019

The construction area has the
cautions board but not enough

Require Contractor supplement
information about the Leader, who can
resolve complaints including phone

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementin
g in 5/2019
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personn

el in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

number of Owner, CSC and Contractor.

The construction area has not
fenced carefully, short of
cautions board

Contractor has to arrange the fence at
points which are dangerous due to
construction. They can arrange lights
during nights at dangerous zones or
reflected light.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Workers have not equipped
clothes, labor safety.

Contractor has to equip instantly and
fully clothes and labor safety for
workers, simultaneously, have a
sanctions to workers who none-using
labor safety.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Harmful waste: Contractor has
not any Contract yet with
Contractor who collecting and
handling harmful waste in
construction site and camps.

- At construction site and workers'
camp, contractor has to equip at least
each place  01 can to keep harmful
waste (with label and cover), not allow
phenomenon of waste oil spreading over
the construction site

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to build
according to regulation (with lean-to,
anti-seepage foundation, cautions

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personn

el in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

board…)

Worker’s camp area has not
enough ensure, just temporary;
sanitation and safety is not
ensured to workers.

- Contractor has to remind workers
frequently to keep sanitation, tidying up
surrounding area of camp and
construction site

- Arranging and assigning tasks
personnel in sanitation daily.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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3.2.7 THANH HOA PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

The WB8 project in Thanh Hoa province, which assigned PMU of Agriculture and
rural development is the Owner, has agreed by MARD with number of reservoirs are
24, including: 01 reservoir belonging to the first sub-project; 11 reservoirs belonging to
subproject 1; 12 reservoirs belonging to subproject 2. The Sub-project executed in the
first year (Dong Be reservoir) now has completed about 98% of total amount according
to the Contract that signed. The sub-project 1now is under selection of survey and
consulting Contractor. TheSub-project 2now is preparing for project investment.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- Thanh Hoa PPMU has an organization mechanism with full specialized sector, in
which having 1 official in charging for environmental and social safety

- The official who in charge of environmental and social safety of the Contractor
and CSC also is at site at the time the Supervision delegation visited.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

Constructio
n package
of Dong Be
reservoir, in
Thanh Hoa

Having not provide enough
documents yet:

- Documents related to waste
transportation including path
for transportation

- Documents demonstrating
about environmental safety
training of Contractor for
workers.

- Contractor has to create fully dossier
about safety work

- PPMU and CSC have to speed up
Contractor obeying fully regulations
and having legal texts then permit
construction.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Need to
deploy in
5/2019

Training work for
environmental safety for
workers participating
construction in site

Contractor has to provide documents
to demonstrate training job about
environmental safety for whole
workers has done. CSC has to check
fully and ensure that workers had
trained then permit to joining
construction in site.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019

Yard for gathering building
materials is still uncontrolled,
has not collected yet.

Require Contractor has to collect, tidy
up daily and bring out measures to
protect equipment, tools avoiding
damages.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019

Collecting and processing
waste matter of workers:

- Contractor has to equip garbage
cans to keep domestic waste in

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in5/2019
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Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to
making good

- Construction area has not any
domestic waste collection
companies, therefore
Contractor has to collect and
treat by himself by burning on
site.

construction site and site hut follow
undertakes in the Environmental
protection Plan (each place having 2
to 3 cans)

Harmful waste:

- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with company who
can collect and handle harmful
waste on construction site and
camps

- Harmful waste such as oil
tanks, used oil…. has not been
collected as per regulations.

- At construction site and workers'
camp, contractor has to equip at least
each place  01 can to keep harmful
waste (with label and cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to build
according to regulation (with lean-to,
anti-seepage foundation, cautions
board…)

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng in 5/2019

At the camp, Contractor has
equipped medicine cabinet, fire
hydrant but not set at camp area

Contractor has to equip at least 01
medicine cabinet with full kind of
first-aid medicine and tools, equips 4
to 6 fire hydrants at places which are
flammable, explosive in construction
site (area for gathering materials,…)
and  maintaining during construction
period.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementi
ng right after

warning
(4/2019)
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3.2.8 NGHE AN PROVINCE

a) Workload and construction schedule

Nghe An Province has33reservoirs belonging to WB8 project, managed by Nghe
An DARD. Total sub-projects in Nghe An province are 4 –sub-projects (33 reservoirs),
including:

-Sub-project 1-Khe Gang reservoir: under construction, and quantity has
completed for about 40%; anticipating shall be completed and hand over in 01/2020.

-Sub-project 2-Khe Sanreservoir: under construction, and quantity has completed
for about 30%; anticipating shall be completed and hand over in 02/2020.

- Sub-project 3 (including 13 reservoirs): under selection of Contractor or
Construction package.

- Sub-project 4 (including18 reservoirs): has approved the list of reservoirs: WB
has approved the result of creen of environmental social safety policy; presently, is
selecting contractor for preparation of FS and Dam safety Report in April and May of
2019.

b) Assignment for organization and human resources monitoring
environmental safety

- The PMU has an organization mechanism with full specialized sector, in which
having 1 official in charging for environmental and social safety

- At the time the Supervision delegation visited the construction site, the official
who in charge of environmental and social safety of the Contractor and CSC is absence.
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c) Some shortcomings need to making good and recommendation of Supervision delegation

Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

Constructi
on
package
inNghe An

Organizing human force and
training about environmental
safety:

- Contractor has not
arranged personnel in charge
of environmental safety for
project yet.

- Contractor has to arrange the personnel
in charge of environmental safety and
sanitation. These specialized personnel
have trained about environmental sector
and awareness of tasks that Contractor
having to implement in order to ensure
environmental safety and sanitation
throughout construction period.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Need to deploy
in 5/2019

Having not provide enough
documents yet:

- Documents related to
waste transportation
including path for
transportation

- Contractor has to create fully Dossier
about safety mission,

- PPMU and CSC have to supervise and
speed up Contractor observing the rules
and having enough legal documents then
for construction.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

The construction area has
the cautions board but not
enough information, some
places has not yet (Khe San
reservoir).

The cautions board have enough
information about project, Contractor,
CSC, information about the Leader, who
can resolve complaints including phone
number of Owner, CSC and Contractor.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

Yard for gathering building
materials is still

Require Contractor has to collect, tidy up
daily and have measures to protect, and Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019
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Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

uncontrolled, have not any
measure to maintain
materials avoiding rain.

avoid to going adrift of materials to
reservoir and causing insanitary.

Workers have not equipped
clothes, labor safety.

Contractor has to equip instantly and
fully clothes and labor safety for workers,
simultaneously, have a sanctions to
workers who none-using labor safety.

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
in 5/2019

Camp for workers has not
enough; environmental and
sanitation not ensured to
workers

- The worker’s camp has not
WC or having but cannot use

- Training about environmental safety
and sanitation for all workers

- Installing cautions board about
environmental sanitation and having
sanction to workers at construction site
and camp area.

- Construction site have to equip WC for
workers

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Harmful waste:

- Contractor has not yet any
Contract with company who
can collect and handle
harmful waste on
construction site and camps

- Harmful waste such as oil

- At construction site and workers' camp,
contractor has to equip at least each place
01 can to keep harmful waste (with label
and cover)

- Arrange at least 01 place to gather
harmful waste. This place has to build
according to regulation (with lean-to,

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

tanks, used oil…. has not
been collected as per
regulations.

anti-seepage base, cautions board…)

Contractor has not equipped
medicine cabinet, fire
hydrant at construction site
and camp

Contractor has to equip at least 01
medicine cabinet with full kind of first-
aid medicine and tools, equips 4 to 6 fire
hydrants at places which are flammable,
explosive in construction site (area for
gathering materials,…) and keep
throughout construction period

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Making good
right after
warning
(4/2019)

Yard for gathering building
materials is still
uncontrolled, has not
collected.

Require Contractor has to collect, tidy up
daily and have measures to protect, and
avoid to damage. Contractor

CSC and
PPMU

Making good,
supplementing

right after
warning
(4/2019)

Traffic safety monitoring Contractor has obeyed transporting
materials according to the path which
regulated, traffic safety is ensured.
Contractor also has installed cautions
board to limit traffic speed when moving
through the construction site, traffic
instruction boards at points defined on
site and also like bypass accessing to the

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after

warning(4/201
9)
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Package/
lot

Shortcomings Recommendations
Agency/personnel

in charge
Following up/
Monitoring

Time to making
good

site, has located signal light for
instruction. However, numbers of these
boards, as per Consultant evaluated, still
limited about quantity.

Supervising labor safety and
environmental sanitation and
fire prevention

- Tasks of training for workers about
work safety/sanitation / fire -explosion
safety, social missions (HIV/AIDS) have
not carried out yet.

Contractor has equipped 3 to 7 fire
hydrants setting in the construction site.

- Collecting and handling domestic waste
of workers: Contractor has not yet
equipped trashcans for keeping domestic
waste according to regulations. The camp
area has WC but not ensured, unsatisfied
as per requirement.

- Contractor has to equip medicine
cabinet, fire hydrant at construction camp
and camp

Contractor
CSC and
PPMU

Supplementing
right after
warning
(4/2019)
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3.3. Results of community-based supervision

The Construction supervision consultant has conducted counseling with local
people living around the construction site and along the construction material transport
routes. The counseling contents include information about the project, participation of
the community and local authorities in supervising Contractors to comply with
environmental safety policies; the registration of temporary residence for workers of
contractors; and social and environmental matters arising from the workers...

The results of the counseling in8 provinces monitored at the site showed that, the
people in the consultation knew all about the project and supported the project. Most of
them said that the security, order and social issues surrounding the construction area are
strictly complied with by the contractor, the officers and workers of the CSC and
Contractor have a good relationship with people around, during the construction time,
there is no activity that interrupts the utility services of people around the construction
site; waste on the construction site and the camp does not affect the surrounding people.

However, there are still some shortcomings such as: transporting materials then
causing dust and effected on quality of road (in Quang Ninh, Hoa Binh, and Vinh Phuc
province). At some construction sites near the residential area, the excavation pits in the
construction area have not fenced carefully, without signal lights when nightfall,
causing danger to inhabitant who living surrounding (Hoa Binh, Quang Ninh).

Whole projects in 8 provinces have not any ideas box for people to contribute
their opinion, or any phone number of competent units in order to inhabitantcan call
directly to inform status when occurring any problem.

3.4. Evaluating result of environmental quality monitoring in sub-projects

Regarding to monitoring environmental quality periodically till to time the
supervision delegation checked, just done in some sub-projects which under
construction such as in Vinh Phuc, Son La, Thanh Hoa, Quang Binh, Nghe An and
Binh Thuan. The monitoring report is implemented every 6 months.

The result shown that, environmental compositions are monitored including:
quality of surface water, atmosphere – noise – vibration environment. The result of
monitoring shown that, all parameters is under the allowable limitation according to
ruled in QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT for surface water and QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT
for quality of surrounding atmosphere, QCVN 26:2010/BTNMT for noise level; and
QCVN 27:2010/BTNMT regulated about vibration.

However, to ensure quality of environment during construction period,
independent supervision Consultant still recommending Contractors have to:

-Implement fully measures in order to minimize environmental impacts such as
mentioned in the ESIA/EIA of each sub-projects.
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- Check and monitor frequently the operation of machine to reduce noise level

- Maintaining and implementing fully monitoring environmental quality
periodically in order to follow development of environment, since then discovery and
bring out measure to solve in time when any problem occurring.

3.5. Results of strengthening capacity for environmental officials of PPMUs and
Contractors

By means of monitoring at field in 08 provinces,likethe reports emailed by
provinces shown that, in general, awareness about environmental safety of Contractors
is stilllimited. Officials who assigned in charge of environmental safety are still not
enough experience with environmental and social policy of WB, also has not trained
about environmental safety yet.Especially, skills of environmental monitoring
implementation according to environmental safety policy of WB is still limited,
specifically regarding to: classification, storing, maintenance, transportation, treating
harmful waste; measures to minimize noise level or exhaust fumes, measures to prevent
and deal with explosion – fire, reverting environment to the original sate.

During monitoring period of ISC, environmental experts has explained , guided
specifically about policy/regulations that PPMU/Contractor have to obey in order to
ensure meeting regulations of project, minimize environmental impacts as well as
health of workers. Specifically, in some sub-projects, when discovering any
shortcomings need to make good, environmental experts also have to guide to officers
of Contractor, from CSC and environmental and social safety officials of PPMUs,
measures to solve shortcomings which mentioned.
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PHẦN IV: CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND PLANS FOR
NEXT STEP

1. Conclusion

1. Repairing and upgrading dam safety in Vietnam includes 52 sub-projects and
divided into 2 phases, in which the first phase with 12 sub-projects and the second
phase includes 40 sub-projects are distributed over 34 provinces. Till present, just
having 19/52 sub-projects has and is constructing (including 23 packages, are
implemented in 76 reservoirs).

2. This is the 1stperiodic monitoring turn of joint venture between WAPCOS Ltd.,
India and CENCO Investment and Construction JSC., Vietnam. However, the periodic
monitoring report just mentions to environmental safety, other contents related to
mission of evaluation, audit and social safety monitoring is stated in the other reports.

3. Results of monitoring about environmental safety stated that:

- Regarding to organizing: PPMUs have arranged from 1 to 2 specialized officials
about environmental safety and social. However, CSC and Contractor, although, in the
personnel document having staff in charge of environmental safety but at the time the
supervision delegation checked, they are absence at construction site.

- Licenses related to machines, equipment of Contractor are quite enough
(excepted Contract for collecting and handling solid waste, harmful waste still has not
had yet). Almost workers of Contractors have not been trained about environmental
safety and sanitation yet, not trained about fire-fighting prevention and social safety
(HIV/AIDS). The construction diary in construction site of Contractor has not
mentioned to environmental safety yet.

- Measures for minimizing environmental impacts according to ECOP were
implemented by Contractor but not enough, some contents related to management of
solid waste, sewage water, cautions board on construction site and camp, traffic safety
boards are still shorted in almost works under construction.

- Results of monitoring about atmosphere environmental quality, surface water in
subprojects under construction stated that: quality of atmosphere, surface water in some
observed points are still quite good and all lower than allowable limitation in
accordance with Code of Vietnam.

- Result of counseling to governmental communes and inhabitants living
surrounding the construction area belonging to 8 provinces: Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho,
Tuyen Quang, Hoa Binh, Quang Ninh, Thanh Hoa and Nghe An stated that, almost
people knew information about the project; complaints and social security has not
acknowledged in all projects. Contractors have cooperated with local authorities in
controlling public order and social security.
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2. Recommendations

PPMUs have to remind Contractors and CSC obeying absolutely regulations about
environmental safety which stated in the Construction Contract and recommendations
that the Supervision delegation has pointed out during monitoring process. Specifically:

- CSC has to mobilize fully human about environmental safety in construction
site, monitoring and speeding up Contractor implementing fully measures in order to
minimize environmental impacts as mentioned in the ESMP/ECOP of the project;
preparation of environmental monitoring report according to regulations and checking
sufficiency of construction diary when constructing works.

- Contractor has to implement fully measures to reduce environmental impacts as
stated in the ESMP and recommendations mentioned in this Report.

3. Plans for next steps

In order to plan for the next step shall implement in August 2019 with these
contents:

- Check the status of overcoming shortcomings of Contractor according to
recommendations which stated in the report.

- Continue checking and monitoring on field in sub-projects which under
construction in Northernprovinces and South Central in accordance with tasks
mentioned in the TOR.

- Continue strengthening capacity of management and environmental monitoring
for Contractor, CSC on construction site during checking process.
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PART V: APPENDIX OF PICTURES ON THE SCENE

1. Vinh Phuc province

Building materials has gathered but has not any measure to protect, and risk of drifted to
the reservoir

Construction site has not any cautions for
labor safety

Harmful waste (oil tank) has not collected
according to regulations

Camp for workers has not enough safety and
sanitation

At dangerous excavation pits has not bared of
fence up and put cautions around
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Means of transportation of material has not covered carefully yet during transportation

2. Phu Tho Province

Excavation pits  has not bared of fence up
carefully

Toilet in camp for workers is still temporary,
not safety

Camp for workers of Contractor has not
enough safety and sanitation

Yard for gathering materials

Waste is thrown uncontrolled in the construction site
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Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations

Means of transportation of material has not
covered carefully yet during transportation

3. Quang Ninh province

Construction area of dam-slope
Workers participated construction but not have

worn labor safety clothes
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Waste has not collected according to regulations but thrown uncontrolled on the construction
site

Camp for workers has not enough requirement on environmental safety and sanitation

Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations
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4. Son La province

Camp for workers of Contractor has not
enough safety and sanitation

Building materials has not covered carefully

Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations

Domestic and inorganic waste is burned right
on the construction site

Means of transportation of material has not
covered carefully yet
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5. Hoa Binh province

Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations

Construction plan has not tidied up Harmful waste has not collected according to
regulations
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6. Tuyen Quang province

Toilet for workers is temporary and not enough hygienic and safety

Workers participating in the construction do
not guarantee labor protection attire during

construction

Materials is covered carefully

Domestic waste was classified carefully Site steering committee
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7. Thanh Hoa province

Name plate is available, however at the time
of inspection, it’s damaged should be repaired

Toilet for workers is enough hygienic and
safety

Waste is thrown uncontrolled around the camp
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8. Nghe An province

Harmful waste has not collected and preserved according to regulations

Camp for workers is uncontrolled and not
enough sanitation

Asphalt is burned on site

Workers have not enough labor safety Yard for gathering materials and vehicles for
construction is not ensured safety
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